NEW VISION OF CONCEPT EUROPE (A LINGUISTIC PERSPECTIVE)

The topicality of this work is due to the focus of modern linguistic research on the study of new types of discourse, including political, which are in the process of formation. The European integration discourse, which is based on new conceptual principles, is important from the point of view of studying the linguistic mechanisms of constructing newly formed ideologies. In this regard, it is important to reveal the linguistic representation of the concept EUROPE, which plays a structural role in the discourse and, acquiring a new semantic content, expands its functioning as one of the key cultural concepts.

The study aims to identify the means of representation of the concept of EUROPE in the English-language political discourse on European integration, considered in terms of their semantic-cognitive and linguistic-pragmatic features.

The political relationship modernization, the modern society democratization, and the political movement of the integration processes led to the mental space changes. The problem of the concept EUROPE and the European vector changes are taken under special research in different scientific spheres: political science, sociology, humanitarians and cognitive linguistics, etc. The correlation of language and ideology, language and social reality is taken under the research attention in modern linguistics, precisely in the sphere of political discourse analysis.
One of the peculiarities of this problem is the fact that the new subjects for linguistics study are formed under the influence of social changes. These subjects demand special consideration. The European integration’s processes, which form the complex of important sociolinguistics’ consequences, are also giving rise to the new kinds of political discourse, which is widely accessible due to the development of the Internet.

The question about the nature and the function of the concept EUROPE leads us to the understanding of the “European identity”, Enlargement, the future, and the past of Europe.

The new ideology of the UNITED EUROPE that is formed with the help of European integration political discourse has a complex structure of several substantial blocs. The analysed material has proved that the main blocks are “common values”, “European integration” and “enlargement”. So let us study these blocs thoroughly focusing attention on the ways of lexical means that represent certain contexts. My research goals and strategies consist in checking “enlargement”. So let us study these blocs thoroughly focusing attention on the ways of lexical representation and, are considered as a means of analysing the state of public consciousness (Baranov & Karaulov, 1994, p. 188-189; Filatenko, 2003, p. 5; Yavorska, 2002, p. 66).

The idea of conceptual metaphors was formed in Lakoff and Johnson work “Metaphors, we live by” (Lakoff, Johnson, 1980). Its main point consists of the fact that our activity in the world is conditioned by the conceptual system, and our conceptual system is metaphorical in point of fact. The idea of conceptual or basic metaphors lies in metaphorical terms that are general for all the members of society.

Follow Lakoff and Johnson closely and their cognitive metaphor theory I have analysed metaphor phrases that represent the Eurointegration discourse. I have marked out some metaphor models, which help us to comprehend the Eurointegration reality: building, transport and carrier, production, sports contest, plant etc.

The material of our study was English texts corpus based on the Internet sites of the European Union for the period of 2005 – 2020 years.

So I am going to illustrate the single unity structure by the examples from the metaphoric comprehensions of European base.
In the metaphoric expressions as “The European Union – administrative machine of the world; Germany was the engine of integration” there is a metaphorical model “production”: engine \ machine \ productive mechanism \ production. Here “machine” is in the meaning of machine, a mechanism that fulfils the remaking function or even produces the new material (create the new world). So EU is a certain productive mechanism in the administrative sphere of construction the new world, as the integration is impossible without a certain mechanism. In the other example “engine” with its main connotation – the engine that set going a mechanism, makes it not static but dynamic. The certain changes in Germany (1989) – German unification – became the moving force of the Eurointegration.

The metaphor “carrier” belongs to the metaphor “journey” from the point of the participant activity – driving the new Europe: “The Conflict resolution is not the only impulse driving the new Europe; Sir John gave warning: the political consequences of pursuing the present course risk serious damage to the practical reality of collective defences in EU and to the future of the Euro-Atlantic relationship; Draft Nice Treaty takes European Union in wrong direction says New Europe; European Union treaties move the EU in wrong direction”.

The metaphor “building” – “offices and procedures under the EU roof …; Europe is creating some new kind of state” is closely connected with the metaphor “production”.

The metaphor “flower” (plant) or “bouquet” was presented by the following examples - “European culture is a “bouquet de fleurs”. Together they are beautiful, but rose is still rose, and the tulip is still tulip. This must be preserved”.

The metaphor “EUROPE IS ORCHESTRA” is represented in the Eurointegration discourse by the following examples – “Europe is the orchestra, but the violins are still violins. We must guarantee that each instrument has its own voice”.

The heightened metaphorical nature of the discourse we study is quite natural because a new fragment of political reality is described and created with the help of metaphors in this discourse. And metaphor itself is a search, an attempt to go beyond the known experience of interaction with the world, based on knowledge, a projection of the studied area onto the unexplored or, in terms of the theory of conceptual metaphor, the expansion of the concepts of the source domain, resulting in the development of a new sphere – the target domain. Conceptual metaphors typically employ a more abstract concept as target and a more concrete or physical concept as their source (Kövecses, 2002). This circumstance provides the main functions of metaphor in political discourse: constructive as the function of understanding new political realities, and destructive – the function of destroying existing stereotypes of consciousness.

Thus, the range of Eurointegration metaphors reflects the different projects of our life substitute actions – the real sum upon creating the new society without wars, where the culture of each country will be saved. On the other hand, the global integration of European society, unification in the political structure, which will be peace guarantor, leads us out to the new understanding of NEW EUROPE and metaphorical comprehension of the concept EUROPE.

Understanding of the terms “Europe” and “EU” for Europeans was checked out (e.g., when they say “Europe”, they’ll never think of Moldova, Bulgaria or even Russia though geographically they are Europe). The age factor is under research: how the image of Europe depends on the age of the audience (e.g., youth magazines, papers read by adults and the aged).

Research on communicative strategies and tactics used in English European integration discourse that contribute to achieving the addressee’s communicative aim – the integration of European citizens around idea of New Europe; determination of particular features of the concept EUROPE embodiment in European integration discourse with due regard for this discourse ideology through the opposition “one’s selves” – “aliens”. Due to this, the comparison of findings with those of other partners is held (e.g., non-EU countries and EU countries).
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This article presents a study of the concept EUROPE, done in the area of cognitive linguistics. The concept EUROPE is considered a conceptual quantum of structured knowledge, possessing of different meanings. The article analyzes the concept EUROPE from a linguistic point of view, which allowed to reveal a number of specific features of its semantics, to get a more comprehensive and diverse view of it by constructing cognitive schemes implementing concept EUROPE, as well as to identify basic metaphorical models. Involvement of methods of conceptual analysis allows to present the analyzed concept in the form of a certain conceptual model, a special way organized conceptual scheme. With the help of the conceptual model of the Subject frame the cognitive dynamics of the concept development in the European integration discourse is revealed.

Political metaphor is one of the most common and effective policy tools. The research material is characterized by the use of metaphors belonging to such basic types, which are related to the reference spheres as the sociomorphic sphere, the anthropomorphic sphere, the sphere of artifacts and the sphere of nature. Conceptual metaphors of European integration discourse use in their codes the conceptual fields “space”, “travel”, “movement”, “construction”, “work results”, “family relations”, “nature”, “sports”, “art”, etc.
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